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[AB20, GWPK20]. **Frequency** [WSDH23]. **Frequent** [PBPLA17, ZZJB13]. **FRoC** [AZM+19]. **Fruit** [YSC+23]. **Fruit-80** [YSC+23]. **fSEAD** [LBL23]. **FSM** [GDHG11]. **FT** [WTS19]. **Full** [CPN+09, DFB+22]. **Full-system** [CPN+09]. **Fully** [KAL14]. **Function** [LG+14, LML+23, MWBL21, SFNP23, ZSP+21]. **Functional** [RUC11]. **Functions** [NCJ+15, SAD10]. **Future** [BMC+22, LUX+21].
High-Accuracy [DHL⁺¹⁸].  
High-Bandwidth  
[HNM⁺²², SFT⁺²³, ZBB⁺²⁰].  
High-Efficiency  
[PBBP18, HDN⁺²⁴, LYH⁺²³].  
High-Level  
[CKG⁺¹⁰, HLC⁺¹⁵, IPC⁺¹⁴, JYJC2³, LN2³, NBS1³, OROS⁺¹⁹, WBC1⁶, XPN⁺²⁴, CJWC2³, CSS⁺²³, GWXW2¹, HDMN2⁴, SFNP2³].  
High-Order  
[BGSL1⁷].  
High-Performance  
[CH¹⁰, EAGEG⁰⁹, HNM⁺²², HNS⁺¹⁰, JZL⁺²⁴, JSG⁺²², LLS⁺²³, MH¹⁵, PMGL²², SPM⁺¹⁰, SSC1⁶, TB¹⁰, USY¹⁷, WBR¹⁸, LXS⁺²⁴, MCL⁺²³, MPZ⁺²⁰, WWC⁺²², PANBI¹¹].  
High-Speed  
[BS¹⁵, ZBC⁺⁰⁹].  
High-Throughput  
[SSK⁺²³, MAK⁺¹²].  
Highly  
[DLBM¹⁸, ES²², IGM⁺²⁰, RDC⁺²¹].  
Hipernet  
[PMGL²²].  
HLS  
[CCT⁺²², CLL⁺²², DRHM²², GRNW²², GCL⁺²³, JCGW²⁰].  
HLS-generated  
[GRNW²²].  
HMAC  
[MAK⁺¹²].  
Homogeneous  
[LAL¹³].  
Hoplite  
[KG¹⁷].  
HopliteBuf  
[GWPK²⁰].  
HopliteML  
[MLPK²²].  
HPC  
[MKP²², MKP²³, US²³].  
HTTP  
[MA²⁴].  
HW  
[MCL⁺²³].  
HyBNN  
[YLF⁺²⁴].  
Hybrid  
[DS¹⁵, FAB²², GHWS²², MFOM²³, RGCL¹⁶, SGW²⁰, TYL⁺²³].  
Hybrid-TPM  
[GHWS²²].  
HyperTransport  
[SGNB⁰⁸].

Introduction
[AC14, Bak18, BE19, BL08, CS17, Che16, CPW18, Che11, CWBD09, DC16, Deh20, ENPR22a, ENPR22b, GC13, GKK24, Hübl2, Jen23, KZ23, KS24, Leo22, LH23, MST22, SJT09, Sha22, SLD23, VG14, AN09].


Loop [DCS24, DRHM22, DS09, DPHT19, FZ23]. Loops [PMC+14, PFC15].
Low [CJH+24, DHL+18, DS15, DPHT19, FRS+15, HBA+15, KBM09, KCC+14, KGS15, NZS+23, VDdSN23, WWC+22, ZBC+09, ZH12].


Matching [KVV24, SCL24, TKB+24, XJD+16]. Matchings [BBFN+20].


[AHAM+19, CCF+18, GCL+23, LFS22, ZMH+23]. MODES [KGS+12].
Modifications [SDG12]. Modular
[AL16, GKGS23, IPC14, NBS13, OWMZ11, VPPK20]. Module
[DHL+18, KD10, SGM09, TWG+20, ZNA+18]. Module-Based
[KD10, ZNA+18]. Modules [ZMH+23]. Module [BAMR10, OROS+19].
Molecular [CH10]. Monitoring [BCE+10, GGR+18]. Monte [TB10].
Montgomery [NEPV24]. Motion [TB10]. Multi-Agent [GMBC17].
Multi-Application [JSC14]. Multi-bit [LYH+23]. Multi-Core
[WMG+10, QNF+23]. Multi-Die [BYB23]. Multi-FPGA
[ES22, HGLS11, RDC+21, MKP23]. Multi-Input [CAPA+09]. Multi-Level
[QMG+24]. Multi-Object [GWS23]. Multi-Pattern
[LYZ+18]. Multi-Ported [LLO+14]. Multi-Technique [LN23].
Multi-threaded [QNF+23]. Multicontext [VL11].
Multicore [MSF16, SDG12]. Multicores [AHL+14, CFBS15].
Multidimensional [SB15]. MultiFactor [KLC11]. Multigigabit
Multimedia [DSK15]. Multiple
[DCS24, MHK+08, RVN24, SKW+21]. Multiple-Metal
[MYC+22]. Multiplication
[DDB+10, FAB22, NEPV24, UCR+19, BC11]. Multiplier
[HCOB13]. Multipliers [HU10]. Multiported
[AL16]. Multiprocessor
[CPN+09]. Multiprocessors [PPR+10]. Multivariate
[SBC10, TL08]. mutate [GL08]. MXP [LA17].

NAPOLY [KB23]. NASCENT2 [SZKR22]. native [DFB+22]. NCBI
[MH15]. Near [ASPP22, DD15, IAG23, SZKR22, SDGL+22, ZSB+20].
Near-Associative [DD15]. Near-data [ZSB+20]. Near-Memory
[SDGL+22, ASPP22, IAG23]. Near-Storage [SZKR22]. Nearest
Net-length-based [EA11]. Network
[BYB18, CTH16, CJH+24, GWPK20, GMBC17, GZY+18, JSC14, KAL14,
LLYC24, MHS+19, PMGL22, RNTW22, SFNP23, TWL+23, US23, ZSP+21].
Network-on-Chip [CTH16, JSC14]. Networks
[AB14, BPF+18, CSK17, DWN+22, KD10, LDJ+17, LL12, MKP23,
MVG15, PFL22, PVA+09, PBBP18, QNF+23, RKV23, SP20, TKH+19,
VDIN23, WAS+23, YLF+24, ZDS+22, HZW+13, LW08].
Networks-on-Chip [AB14, CSK17]. NEURAghe [MCD+18]. Neural
[BPF+18, BYB18, CJH+24, DWN+22, GZY+18, KAL14, LDJ+17, LLYC24,
MHS+19, PFL22, PBBP18, QNF+23, RKV23, RNTW22, SFNP23, TKH+19,
VDIN23, WAS+23, YLF+24, ZDS+22]. NeuroHSMD [MFOM23].
Nine-Context [NW11], nm [TMLS21], NN [FC24], NoC [KG17, KP14], NoC-Based [KP14], NoCs [GWPK20, MLPK22], Non [CAG+22, FC24, KB23], Non-deterministic [KB23], Non-Linear [FC24], Non-uniform [CAG+22], Normalised [FLM+17, FL20], Note [Che22], Novel [AHAM+19, CCZ+24, DNL19, EWL15, IGM+20, RNTW22, VL11, SPS12], NPN [ZWM19], Number [LSP+23, PRV21, RVHP16, SBC10, TL08, Tho15], Numerical [SLH+10, USY17], NX [LNGP22].

O [MHS09, RGCL16], Object [AIH+24, GWS23], Octavo [LA17], ODoST [YBS16], OFDM [BATM22, SAD10], off [LW08], Offs [SAD10], On-Chip [LL12, GNM+15], On-cloud [EAAA19], Online [DHL+18, GGR+18], Only [BDX+19], onto [SFNP23, SSF+13], Open [FL16, KHK24, TDH+22, ZML+22, SGNB08], Open-Source [FL16, KHK24, ZML+22, SGNB08], OpenCL [MZLS20, TK16, WTS19], OpenCL-Based [MZLS20], OpenGL [BCW21], Operate [US23], Operating [AHL+14, IBH+15, VPPK20], Operation [NBS13], Operations [PSM+14], Operators [OBD13, SUK24], Opportunities [CCL+22, DVH+15], Optical [BNW+10, NW11], Optimal [DSB09], Optimization [BPCC09, CXG+12, DSK15, DDH+11, KSCC10, LZ19, LP15, LT09, WYZ16, YB18, GCL+23, MBJJ11, SMN+23], Optimizations [HLC+15, IAG23, YSC+23], Optimized [AI22, FZ23, GS10, LDJ+17, NEPV24, RDC+21, SBC10, SZZW23, TYL+23, VDdSN23, YFW+17, ZCK22], Optimizing [BAMR13, BC11, Kap16, LFN+18, MZLS20, UCR+19, WGGR16, WGGR17, YLF+24], Option [JTLC09], Options [FT17], Order [BGSL17, WBR16, WBR18], Oriented [TL11, VL11, WHQ+08], Oscillator [LYH+23, YKBS10, LMG+20, ZH12], Oscillators [PRV21], Out-of-Order [WBR16, WBR18], Over-Clocking [DB15], Overclocking [SBC15], Overhead [DHL+18, KGS15, NZS+23], Overlay [BYB23, IF23, KB23], Overlays [JCGW20, LA17], own [RD11].

Packet [MS23], Packing [AKA09], Papers [Lee23, LAA+17], Parallel [AV13, BAG15, ES22, GMZ+23, IGM+20, JB15, MWBL21, SB15, SDM+18, SSC16, TZWZ15, YOY17, GCL+23], Parallelising [CJWC23], Parallelism [GWXM21, INF+14, KLD16, PVBl3, QMG+24, RNTW22, TYL+23, CA11], Parallelization [DRHM22, ZVS20], Parallelized [LZ19], Parallelizing [WAT15], parameters [DW13], Parametric [SC08], Parser [LBRS16], Parser-Based [LBRS16], Part [ENPR22b], Partial [BF23, EAGEG09, GBF12, GGR+18, GMZ+23, RDB+18, TWG+20, XPN+24, ZMH+23, PDH11], Partial-Reconfiguration [GGR+18], Partially [HHSC10, KMK+10, HH13], Particle [BG08, CNE+15], Partition [BS15], Partitioned [SCL24], Partitioning [APR+22, LYZ+18, TL11, TWG+20], Pattern [LYZ+18, YHK+21], Patterns [NI24], Pay [EAAAA19], Pay-per-use [EAAAA19], Pentium(R).
[LYS⁺08]. **Per-Module** [DHL⁺18]. **Perfecto** [HLL08]. **Performance** [APR⁺22, CH10, CKG⁺10, EAGEG09, HNM⁺22, HNG09, HNS⁺10, JZL⁺24, JSG⁺22, LLS⁺23, LP15, MH15, MZLS20, PDH11, PMGL22, RKV23, SPM⁺10, SDG12, SSC16, TL11, Tak17, TB10, TOS17, USY17, UNBR14, WPSI18, WBR18, WGR17, YCV⁺21, BC11, GP13, HGLS11, LXS⁺24, MCL⁺23, MPZ⁺20, PANBI11, WWC⁺22]. **Performance-Oriented** [TL11]. **Perl** [LT09]. **Persistent** [MHT⁺21]. **Perturb** [GL08]. **PEs** [GRG08]. **PGAS** [AGY⁺11]. **Phylogenetics** [CA23]. **Phylogeny** [ASPP22]. **Physical** [GCL⁺23, INF⁺14, MVGB15, SMOP15]. **PMap** [LZ19]. **Pinch** [DGP10]. **PipeArch** [KA21]. **Pipelined** [KAL14, SV09, YOY17]. **Pipelining** [FZ23]. **Pixel** [Oli12]. **Placement** [AHSS⁺21, FRS⁺15, GSJC13, HHSC10, JSG⁺22, MVGB15, MSSM10, NZI22, Ste10, ZCK22, GL08]. **Platform** [BDX⁺19, JZL⁺24, KSG11, KD19, NNY12, ZSP⁺21]. **Platform-aware** [KSG11]. **Platforms** [CCF⁺18, CBR⁺14, GFL⁺15, GKM⁺12, RMSK16, SAD10, YCV⁺21]. **Point** [FL16, HU10, KD10, OBD13, RC10, USY17, WL10, WS16, dDELVP13, LLL⁺23, WWC⁺22]. **Point-to-Point** [KD10]. **Polar** [DLCJ20]. **Policy** [SDG12]. **Population** [CA23]. **Port** [AEM⁺24, PVA⁺09]. **Portability** [KGS15]. **Portable** [WS16, ZBR12]. **Ported** [LLO⁺14]. **Positive** [AVCP20]. **Post** [HBXA23, MCL⁺23]. **Potential** [AEM⁺24]. **Power** [KGS⁺12, CGX⁺12, DHL⁺18, KBM09, KCC⁺14, KP14, LAL13, MMNT09, MDL⁺23, NZS⁺23, SLH⁺10, UNBR14, WGR17, ZBC⁺09, CJH⁺24, EA11, IW08, KGS⁺12]. **Power-aware** [EA11]. **Power-Efficient** [SLH⁺10]. **POWER-Emulator** [KGS⁺12]. **POWER-MODES** [KGS⁺12]. **Powered** [JZL⁺24]. **PQC** [BHJ24]. **Practical** [CPFM21, OROS⁺19]. **Precision** [FL16, KG1⁺24, LGD⁺14, WL10, YHK⁺21, Oli12, WWC⁺22]. **Predict** [AHSS⁺21]. **Predicting** [MOG⁺13]. **Prediction** [HNG09, KZB23, SDGL⁺22, AHAM⁺19, HGLS11]. **Preemption** [RDB⁺18]. **Preserving** [PVA⁺09, RHLK18]. **Pricing** [FT17, JTLC09, KLC11]. **Primitives** [HLN⁺10]. **Priority** [BAG15, KVK⁺19]. **Privacy** [RHLK18]. **Privacy-Preserving** [RHLK18]. **Private** [WHJ⁺23]. **Probabilistic** [CSS⁺23]. **Problem** [GB11, GPP08]. **Problems** [KM10]. **Process** [DB15, RDB⁺18, SB08, SRR23, TMLS21, LKJ⁺11, SC11]. **Processing** [ASPP22, BCW21, BDX⁺19, BHB14, CCT⁺22, CA23, DRF24, IABV15, KAP16, KZ21, LP15, MVGB15, SLL⁺20, SKH⁺22, SDM⁺18, SSC16, WAT15, YEC⁺09, ZBB⁺20, ZBB⁺16]. **Processor** [CBFM14, KB23, KCC⁺14, KD19, LA17, MWK⁺12, PWP⁺16, Tak17, WBR16, YEC⁺09, Tak12]. **Processor-logic** [KD19]. **Processors** [FLM⁺17, GFBF12, KG1⁺24, SFNP23, VTN09, WPSI18, WBR18, IYY⁺11, LJS11, MLFS22]. **Product** [VD1dSN23]. **Production** [UHU09]. **Productivity** [KGS15]. **Profiling** [EWL15]. **Profiling-Based** [EWL15]. **Program** [PD15]. **Program-Invariant** [PD15]. **Programmability** [GKM⁺12]. **Programmable** [AC14, BCW21, CAPA⁺09, DPHT19, GS10, HH24,
Programmers [LFS22].

Programming


QiCells [GKGS23]. Quantifying [YLF+24]. Quantization [YHK+21].


R [BPF+18, PP10, dBVW+24]. R-Blocks [dBVW+24]. R3TOS [IBH+15].


Ranking [KY18]. Rapid [HNG09, RGGW10, WPSI18, WCK21].


Receiver [BATM22]. Recipes [DPG10]. Recoding [ZCL15]. Recognition [DDH+11]. reconfigurability [SC11]. Reconfigurable [ASGY12, ADSH18, AV13, ATJZ16, BBNDO10, Bec14, BHI15, BDX+19, BHB14, CBC+12, CNZ+18, CZZ23, CTH16, CNE+15, CH10, CBR+14, CKG+10, DC16, DGP+15, DSB09, DDB+10, EAGEG09, FT17, FHL+24, FKS+12, GFL+15, GKM+12, GWS23, GC13, GD1G+14, HCOB13, HHSC10, HNS+10, HLN+10, IZO+10, IG+20, IBH+15, JTC09, KMK+10, KCC+14, LP22, LYS+08, MS23, MI15, MKP09, MWK+12, MSSM10, NNY12, NBS13, NJLW14, Oli12, PP10, PD15, PFC15, QMG+24, QNF+23, RGGW10, RGC16, RUKS16, RUC11, SGW20, SGC21, SP+10, SJT09, SAD10, SDGL+22, TL11, THG+20, TK12, TL08, UAS16, UCR+19, UHU09, VL11, VTN09, VG14, WL10, WCK21, WMG+10, YCV+21, ZBB+16, dDELVP13, AGY+11, BG08, GDBH11, HLL08, HII13, IYY+11, KSC11, ZH12].

Reconfiguration [BDX+19, BF23, DS15, EAGEG09, GFBF12, GGR+18, GMZ+23, HNS+10, JSC14, KD10, KS20, LCS14, LZF+10, NW11, NCJ+15, PPR+10, RLY+15,
RDB⁺ discourage, VMV⁺, XPN⁺, ZBC⁺, ZMH⁺, NSS⁺, PDH⁺.
[SZKR22]. Sorting [SP20]. Source
[DC16, FL16, KHK24, SGNB08, ZML+22]. Space
[CCZ+24, DCS24, JCG+12, JJJC23, LZF+10, LT09, MZLS20, SGW20,
SCG21, SCY+23, HLL08]. Sparse [DDB+10]. Sparsification [WAS+23].
Sparsity [YHK+21]. Spatial [SGM09, TYL+23, ZG16]. Special
[Bak18, Bec14, BE19, CS17, CPW18, CWBD09, DH08, DC16, Deh20,
ENPR22a, ENPR22b, GKK24, GPP08, Hüb12, Ien23, KZ23, KS24, LGG+14,
Leo22, LH23, MST22, Sha22, SL23, VGI4, Che11, GC13, AC14].
Special-Purpose [GPP08, LGD+14]. Specialization [DVH+15].
Specializing [MHT+21]. Specific
[DDH+11, PMKM11, RLM+17, WYZ16, LJS11, SLL+20, SFT+23]. Spectral
[LML+23]. Speculation [CTH16, THK12]. Speed
[BS15, HBA+15, NW11, ZBC+09]. Spiking [MFOM23, PFL22]. SQL
[ZBB+16]. Squares [FLM+17, FL20, PWP+16]. SRAM
[AL16, LZF+10, Ste10]. SRAM-Based [AL16, LZF+10, Ste10]. SRCS’12
[Bec14]. SRP [KCC+14]. stack [DFB+22]. stacked [IAG23], staged
Standing [NGM+23]. State [ZG16, GDHG11]. States [BAMR13]. Static
[CW09, DRHM22, LAL13]. Statistical
[CXG+12, MOG+13, SB08, WSDH23]. Status [LUX+21]. Stealing
[RLM+17], Stencil [DCS24, JB15, RDC+21, TYL+23]. Step [BPFD11].
Stereo [JM14, KVV24]. Stopping [AB20]. Storage
[DLBM18, KHK24, SZKR22]. Storage- [DLBM18], Strategies
[MCL+13, PCFM23]. Strategy [DCL+22, KMK+10]. Stratix
[SMOP15, KVV24, LNGP22, SMOP15]. Stream
[GS23, PPLA17, SCY+23, YSC+23]. Streaming
[DD18, IF23, LBL23, PVB13, RMSK16]. Streams [SKW+21, USY17].
Strega [MA24]. Strong [MPK22]. Strongly [ATJZ16]. Structure
[LGD+14, MCC10]. Structures [DL09]. Study [BNW+10, NSS+11].
Submitted [Lee23]. Substream [BFB+20]. Substream-Centric
[BBF+20]. Successes [CLL+22]. Super [ABCC09, CZZ23].
Super-Resolution [ABCC09]. Supercomputer [DDB+10].
Supercomputing [UH09, AGY+11]. Superconducting [GJK+23].
SuperDragon [TZW+15]. Superscalar [WBR18]. Support
[GlL+14, MSF16, PSM+14, PPLA17]. Supporting
[DNL19, QMG+24, SSF+13]. Supports [KGC+24]. Suppression [MHK+08].
Survey [CA23, GB11, GZY+18, PCFM23, PDH11]. SW [MCL+23].
SW/HW [MCL+23]. Switch
[BMR16, KA21, NI24, PMGL22, SY24, SKW+21]. Switch-based [SKW+21].
Switch-Blocks [NI24]. Switched [AL16, LL12, MKP23]. Switching
[GFBF12]. Symmetries [ZWM19]. Symposium [DH08]. Synchronous
[GKM+12, PVA+09]. SyncNN [PFL22]. Synergies [MCD+18]. Synthesis
[BAMR10, BAMR13, BPCC09, CJWC23, CSS+23, DD18, GWXW21,
transactional [LJS11]. Transfer [DD18]. Transforms [SP20]. Transient
[PEM+09]. Transistor [KY18]. Transition [GDHG11]. Transition-Based
[GDHG11]. Traversal [FRS+15]. Tree
[BAG15, DCL+22, JTLC09, OKA19, PANBI11]. Tree-Based [JTLC09].

Trees [CAPA+09, HDN+24, PBBP18]. TRENDS
[Bec14, Che22, DH08, Lee23]. TRIP [GGR+18]. TRNG [LYH+23].
TRNGs [SRR23, YKBS10]. True [LSP+23, PRV21]. Trust [DL09].
Trust-Based [DL09]. TrustZone [GHWS22]. Tunable [SKB+22]. Tuning
[AV13, NJLW14]. Tunnel [TYB18]. Turnaround [JCGW20]. Two [DL09].
Two-Level [DL09].

ULP [KCC+14]. ULP-SRP [KCC+14]. Ultra [KCC+14]. UltraScale
Unary [FAB22, MWBL21]. Unfriendly [AI22]. Unified [WS16, ZDS+22].
uniform [CAG+22]. UNILOGIC [IGM+20]. Unit [BCW21, PP10, RUC11].
Units [VdSN23, dDELVP13]. Unpredictable [BAMR13]. Unrolling
[DSB09, DPHT19, TKH+19]. Unstructured [BGS17]. UNTANGLED
Using
[BAG15, BCW21, CSK17, CPN+09, CAG+22, DL09, FC24, FAB22, FK08,
FRS+15, GNM+15, HNM+22, JCGW20, LP15, NW11, PWP+16, RLY+15,
RLM+17, RLHK18, SY24, SDGL+22, TK16, WTS19, ZSB+20, ZCK22,
ZWM19, dMdLC23, JSC14, KSCC10, MHK+08, PD15, PPKM11, SUK24].
Utilization [CZZ23, RGCL16]. Utilizing [SFNP23].

V [KVV24]. Validation [IPC14]. Value [THK12, ZG16]. Variability
[TML+21]. Variable [FL16, IZO+10, WL10, Oli12]. Variable-Grain
[IZO+10]. Variable-Precision [FL16]. Variant [XRC23]. Variation
[DB15, MHK+08, SB08, SRR23]. Variation-Aware [SB08]. Variations
[DDB+10, Kap16, YEC+09, BC11]. Verilog [KA17]. Verilog-to-Routing
[WL10]. via [AIH+24, AB23, CBC+12, GHWS22, LYZ+18, LZ19, MKP23,
RDC+21, SKJ22]. Video [ABCC09, LP15]. Virtex [AKA09]. Virtex-5
Virtualization [OV+19, ZDS+22, ZSP+21]. Vision
[FHL+24, JMO+14, NSS+11]. VLIW [LG+14]. VM [GTS23]. Voltage
[AZM+19, DB15, MDL+23, NNY12]. VPR [LJK+11]. vs [BYB18, TB10].
VTR [LGW+14, MPZ+20].

Wait [BAMR13]. Wave [SV09]. Wave-Pipelined [SV09]. Waveform
[TKB+24]. WDDL [MMMT09]. Weather [SDGL+22]. Web
[CNZ+18, XCG+09, YXC+11]. Weight [PBBP18]. Where [NGM+23].
Width [KY18]. WiMax [SAD10]. Window [CFBS15, SSC16, WYZ16].
Windows [SWT+22, GS23]. Winograd [YHK+21]. Winograd-based
[YHK+21]. Wireless [GKLLA23]. WireMap [JCCM09]. Wires
[GER19, SZZW23]. Within [SC08, MKSB22]. Within-Die [SC08], without
[NI24, PB18]. Work [RLM+17]. Workflow [HDMN24]. Workloads
[VPPK20]. Workshop [GC13, VG14, Bec14]. world [SLL+20]. Wotan
[PB18].

X [AVCP20]. xDNN [DWN+22]. Xilinx [AEM+24, LMG+20]. XVDPU
[JZL+24].

Years [LAA+17]. Yield [SC08].

Zynq [KVV24, KD19, MCD+18]. ZyPR [BF23].
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